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E L O W !B

New Members
The following people have recently
become Full Members:

Nicola Danbury (former Junior), Les
Davies, Shean Bostock (again), Pete
Owen and John Hainsworth

Gareth Owen has been accepted as a
Junior Member and the following have
joined as Associates:

Michael Shaw and Nils Wilkes.

Trips
Trips to numerous and varied locations
have been made over the past few
months including:

Perkins Level (John Davies has made
50 new brass tallies for the board in the
level), Lost Johns Cave, Braggington
Pits, Coedway Colliery, Alderbury
Cave, Clive Copper Mine (several
times), Milywr Tunnel, Darren Cilau,
Huglith (four times), Limpley Stoke -
Box mines and Whittington, Nenthead,
Yorkshire Dales - County Pot,
Derbyshire, surface trip to Hamble
and Leominster, Hunthouse Wood, Big
Pit, Lleyn Peninsula manganese mines
plus Haigh Colliery and Florence Mine
(for reports on the last two see pages 8
to 11 in this issue).

Two visits have also been made to
Arthog (Shropshire’s outdoor
Education Centre to help make safe a
slate mine. The Club winch has also
seen action at Tankerville lowering
people down to the 45m level for a a
quick look around.

Preservation
Tankerville chimney has been re-
pointed and the Ladywell engine house
has been rigged with scaffolding ready
for preservation.

The number of bats in Shropshire
appear to be rising - up by 10%. Recent
counts report 205 Lesser Horseshoe
bats, just over half of which are in the
Pontsbury area.

Tackle Thefts
Break-ins to cars parked in isolated
places, while the owners are off
underground or walking the hills seem
to be almost common place all over the
Country. Recent reports in Descent
and Caves and Caving indicate that
the problem is getting worse. A new
worrying trend that is emerging is for
the thieves to not only break into the
cars, but to follow cavers underground,
then pinch the tackle from the pitches
after they have descended. This has
happened recently at P8 where a party
of four had their gear taken from the
first pitch leaving them stranded in the
cave until a member of the group
managed to free climb out to alert the
DCRO!

Suggestions for combating this range
from travelling to caves by Taxi, then
using a mobile phone to call them for
the return trip, to noting down the car
numbers of all vehicles seen in the area
on the off chance that one of the vehicles
might belong to the crooks. Another
suggestion is to leave nothing in the
car and to leave it unlocked so they
don’t cause any damage when they
break-in!

Library Additions
Magazines and Journals recently added
to the library include: Plymouth Caving
Group Newsletter and Journal, North
Wales Caving Club Newsletters,
Subterranea Britannica Newsletter 18,
Mining History Society of Ireland
Newsletter 4, Cave & Caving Spring
1997 and Summer 1997,

Geevor Mine
The mine site is now managed by the
Trevithick Trust on behalf of Cornwall
County Council. The mine which
closed in the 1980’s due to the crash in
tin prices is preserved as an example of
a 20th Century tine mine. Tony Brooks
(from the Cambourne School of Mines)
now manages the site and has instigated
several improvements such as 2 new
classrooms for school visits, a new
cafe and the opening up of an 18th
Century adit level for visitors. The adit
has replaced the underground trips
down the main mine which is now
flooded to Level 3. The headframe is
also unsafe and is to be demolished.

Gremlins
Correction to “News Round-up 1” in
‘Below’ 97.1: Boulby Mine employs
‘over 500 men’ not ‘over 5000’ !

Surveying Software
Follwing on from the item on Cave
Surveying software on the Internet, in
the last issue of ‘Below’. You can get
a “full” list of available surveying
software from the following web page:

http://www.sat.dundee.ac.uk/~arb/
surveying/
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Engine Update
According to the Principal of the North
Shropshire College, the steam engine
provided by the Miners Welfare (see
last issue of ‘Below’) was “dismantled
and disposed of in 1957. Mining classes
had ceased shortly after the second
world war.

The situation at Oakengates College,
where the engine survived into the
60’s has now been cleared up, the
engine is now being restored in Ditton
Priors - Club members will be invited
to a steam-up in the Autumn.

Miners Row
“The Buildings” near Wakefield were
demolished recently, they consisted of
one long row of 52 houses (Silkstone
Row) and a couple of shorter ones built
to provide homes for incoming workers
to West Riding Colliery in 1867.

No fewer than 15 counties were
represented in the census of 1871
including Staffordshire 16 families,
Derbyshire 12 and Shropshire 10
families. Only 3 families were from
‘Yorkshire’.

Geo Books
The Geologists Association have
recently published Guides on the Onny
Valley, Shropshire and on the Ercall
Quarries, Shropshire. Both are priced
at £3.95. Details available from:
Geo-Supplies Ltd, Sheffield
Tel: 0114-245 5746.

Pit Disaster
The Ironbridge Quarterly contains an
article on the Springwell Pit Disaster
of 1872 (see also SMC Journal 1973/
4) and shows a photo of the communal
grave in Dawley Churchyard, of the 8
miners killed.

The 8 bodies were first laid out in the
Crown Inn, Little Dawley and the
inquest was also held there. The Crown
Inn was dismantled and re-erected on
the Blists Hill Museum site where it is
open to visitors as the Company’s
Estate Office.

New Display
There is now a small display on the
Shropshire Coalfield in the new
Exhibition “Face to Face” at the
National Coal Mining Museum for
England, Caphouse Colliery,
Yorkshire. It also has a section in the
accompanying brochure.

Ladywood Sough
The Ladywood Sough Tail (opposite
the old Bedlam Furnaces at Madeley
Wood) has been chosen as the location
for the first ‘Wrekin New Milestone
Project’. The tail mouth has been built
up and covered by iron manhole covers
and the outfall culverted almost to the
River bank. The ochrous stream now
emerges through a pipe and David
Griffiths, the commissioned artist
intends that the water will swirl its
way through three large iron dishes
“suggestive of the currents and
energies of the river into which it
flows”.

The whole affair looked in a bit of a
shambles when visited in early April
1997. The sough still drains the
Broseley mines and was in use in the
1930’s for access (see article by Jones,
SMC Journal 1973/4).

Tankerville Chimney
On 4th April IJB ascended Tankerville
Mine chimney by means if the
scaffolding. The chimney was under
repair at the top (the overhang seen
from the ground  is very impressive
when seen close-up). The birds eye
view of the site obtainable from the top
is very enlightening, but was difficult
to photograph because of strong winds
and dust. Later visited Bayston Hill
Quarry Open day, 3 mini-coaches were
in constant use taking parties around
the gritstone workings (1 million ton
per year, 1 mile long, ½ mile wide,
240ft. deep).

Blockleys
Blockleys (Clay Pits and Brickworks
in Telford) have reported a £2.7 million
loss last year. They have also put in an
application to produce methane gas
from a waste landfill site. [Local

residents are currently opposing the
plans to infill on of the old clay pits
with waste].

Extravaganza
There is to be a “Geological
Extravaganza” at Coalbrookdale on
August 9th and 10th 1997 - IJB will be
doing his ‘Ironbridge Gorge Mines’
trip, if anyone wants to see the coal,
clay, ironstone, limestone, tar adits
and soughs - please contact him ASAP
(Tel: 01924-257137).

Daw Mill
Daw Mill Colliery, Warwickshire was
visited in May 1997, the Thick Seam
worked is 5m thick of which 4m is
‘sheared’. About 600 men produce up
to 123,000 tons per week, a far cry
from Shropshire’s best, this much in
about 6 months at any of the three
main pits in the 1960’s.

Active Coal Mines and
Opencast sites in UK -
Mid 1996
RJB: 20 u/g, 19 opencasts
Mining Scotland: 1 u/g, 9 opencasts
Celtic Energy: 8 opencasts
Coal Investments: 6 u/g
Independent large mines: 4u/g
Small mines: 56 u/g, 58 opencasts
Totals: 87 u/g mines, 94 opencasts.
Note:
In May 1997 only 2 Coal Investment
mines are operational.

Worth a Visit
(By appointment) Mines Rescue
Station Selby (Tel: 01757-210432).
The most modern of the mines rescue
stations with 17 full time staff, covers
the new Selby mines and a few of the
older collieries. It has two 36m long,
fully equipped u/g roadways, 1.6m
and 1.2m high respectively and two
mock coal faces each 36m long, with
one thick ‘seam’, 1.6m high and one
thin ‘seam’ 1.2m high, complete with
chocks, conveyor and cutting machine.
Site also garages the Rescue vehicles
and has lecture theatres and testing
galleries (hot, cold, gas, physical
exercise etc..).
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Threlkeld Quarry
and Mining Museum

While Pete Eggleston and I were
hurtling Westward along the A66 to
‘join’ the Club trip to Haigh Colliery a
small hand made brown “Mining
Museum” sign caught our eyes beside
the road a couple of miles before we
reached Keswick . A quick U-turn
resulting in us arriving at Threlkeld
Quarry.

Notes on my OS map (90) indicated
that Threlkeld quarry once produced
setts and granite concrete flags, plus
road metal and building stone. However
this has all changed, the site is now the
“Museum of Lakeland Mines &
Quarries”, with a very interesting shop
and mining museum at the top of the
site (NGR: NY 328 244).

As you enter the vast open site you pass
various trucks and excavators - one of
the main ‘attractions’ of the site is a
huge collection of Ruston Bucyrus
excavators, along with small industrial
loco’s from various parts of the country.
The quarry actually closed in 1982,
and the Lakeland Mines and Quarries
Trust now lease the site. They are
gradually restoring the surviving
buildings and laying rails to allow
visitors to be transported around the
site into the main quarry where the
excavators will be on show.

Background History
The quarry was opened in the 1870’s
to provide ballast for the nearby
railway. By 1894 the output of the
quarry had reached 80,000 tons per
year. It found a variety of
uses from kerbing and
facing stones for
buildings to roadstone
and railway ballast.

In 1892 the Threlkeld
Granite Company was
formed and a pre-cast
concrete plant erected to
allow the production of
concrete flagstones.
These flags were made
in the flagsheds which
have recently been
converted into the
Blencathra business
centre (beside the road

up to the quarry entrance).

In 1936 the quarry amalgamated with
the Cumberland Granite Co. to form
the Keswick Granite Co. Threlkeld
was modernised and reorganised in
1949 with rock being loaded at the
quarry face by excavators into large
tipper trucks which took it up a ramp
to a new crushing plant inside the
quarry. Chippings were also taken to a
tar plant, where it was heated in rotating
ovens and coated with tar - this plant
overlooked the present car park site.

Visiting Today
As you enter the quarry today, the
initial impression is that nothing is
there! However as you move up the
road and pass a lorry weighbridge you
are confronted by the remains of the
original crusher plant (this was gravity
fed with tubs of rock from the quarry),
with assorted trucks and huge

excavator buckets laying alongside it.
The crusher is the proposed site of an
adit and waterwheel - to help the
museum demonstrate different power
sources around the mining field. When
the quarry was operation the crusher
was original powered by producer gas
engines, although at the end everything
was on mains electric.

To reach the shop, museum and car
park you carry on up the hill to a level
area with the narrow gauge railway
loco shed on one side, the entrance to
the main quarry, lots more excavators,
tubs and trucks.

The museum is very good and well
worth a visit on its own. Each mine is
illustrated with recent colour
photographs, plus old black and white
pictures where possible, mineral
examples, and artifacts. The geology
‘gallery’ is also interesting with
samples of, most of the minerals found
in the Lake District. On top of this the
shop not only sells modern mining
history books, but also has a section
devoted to second hand books (at
reasonable prices!), plus mineral
specimens and ‘craft’ jewellery.

A fascinating museum site, it was
unfortunate that we were in a rush to
get to Haigh Colliery, as it certainly
deserves a longer visit. If you are in the
area why not call in.

Kelvin

Original Crusher plant
by entrance road to
Museum and shop.

Rails are being re-laid
by the Trust and a
waterwheel is planned
for the area to the left
of the tunnel portal.

Mine tub on display outside
the shop and museum,
Threlkeld Quarry.
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South Crofty Mine
South Crofty Mine at Camborne in
Cornwall are advertising their
intention to run “Underground
Working Awareness” courses that will
be open to the public and they are
pushing these to mining historians.

The courses will take place over 5 days
and appear to be standard introduction
courses for new employees, covering
everything from safety to operating
underground machinery.  The
downside is that they start at 7.00am
in the morning, presumably so you can
go down with the morning shift!  The
proposed cost is £353 and this is for
tuition only.  If you are interested, get
a prospectus from :-

N Shaw
South Crofy PLC,
South Crofty Mine,
Dudnance Lane,
Pool, Redruth,
Cornwall TR15 3QH

Future of Tankerville
There have been a number of rumours
about what will happen at the site but
no decision has yet been made.  At the
last meeting of the Shropshire Mines
Trust, a number of options were
considered.

1. Do nothing - just leave the remains
to decay.  This was rejected since
we cannot allow the engine houses
to fall down.

2. Freeze  - grout and consolidate the
remains as they are at present.
This was rejected as they will still
deteriorate and we would need to
take action again in the future.

3. Rebuild Watsons Engine House -
repair and re-roof the engine house
and install floors.  This was looked
on favourably as the minimum
option.  Capital could be sought
from the Lottery Heritage Fund
and ongoing maintenance should
be minimal.  It could be opened as
a part-time and low-key
interpretation centre manned by
volunteers.

News Round-Up 2
by Adrian Pearce

4. Rebuild Watsons Engine House &
Install Model Engine - as (3) but
install a model engine and beam.
This was rejected since we might
as well have the real engine from
the Science Museum if we were
going to go through all the trouble.

5. Rebuild Watsons Engine House &
Strengthen it for Future Installation
of Engine - as (3) but install the
support framework for the real
engine which could then be
installed at a future date.  This was
rejected since, if we were going to
install an engine, we may as well
do it up front as later.

6. Rebuild Watsons Engine House &
Install Engine Worked by Steam -
as (3) but install the engine from
the Science Museum.  Install boilers
to be able to steam it as well as an
alternative way of powering it by
compressed air.  This was rejected
since it is very expensive to
maintain and fire boilers and there
was great doubt that sufficient
income could be generated from
visitors to pay for it.

7. Rebuild Watsons Engine House &
Install Engine Worked by
Compressed Air - as (6) but only
use compressed air to operate the
engine so maintenance costs were
smaller.  This was looked on
favourably as the alternative option.
It would still need a minimum
income from visitors to pay for all
the costs.

The Trustees decided to carry out a
detailed feasibility study on options 3
and 7.  When the results of this are
known, a decision could be made on
which course to follow.

Access to the
Tankerville Mine Site
Remember when visiting the site that
there is vehicular access along the
track for Trustees only. It is
recommended that you park in the
layby on the bend next to Burgam
Mine (NGR SO356997).  Walk along
the road to the hamlet of Tankerville,
around the bend and past the pottery

on the left.  A short distance past here,
you will see a public footpath heading
off to the right to a stile (NGR
SO355994).  Don’t go over the stile
but follow a lower path that heads back
the way you have come, following a
wire fence to a wicket gate on the left.
This gate leads to a strip of land heading
down to the site itself.

Working Meets at
Tankerville
The working meet in February had to
be cancelled due to bad weather but
some work was carried out in March
before rain yet again called a halt to
operations.  Steps were cut from the
main site down to the lower area, the
old fence was removed and rubbish
removed.

There are a still a number of jobs to be
done on site, such as  clearing
undergrowth, making some walls safe
and laying out paths and steps.  We are
holding working meets to do this and
all members are welcome to come
along and help or just use it as an
opportunity to see the site.  We will be
meeting at 10.30am in the layby at
NGR SO356997 on July 6th and
August 3rd.

Don’t forget to bring some tools with
you, eg: spade, pick, saw, pruners, etc.

Please ring Adrian Pearce if you have
any queries about the working meets
or if you want to do any work at other
times.

Descent of Watsons
Shaft, Tankerville
Following the “MineCam” descent and
exploration of Watsons shaft in January
(see ‘Below’ 97.1). The Club Winch
was ‘roped’ in to lower members to the
45m shaft blockage on the 14/6/97.
Due to the size of the opening in the
shaft platform the cage was replaced
with a ‘bosons chair’, which apart
from removing the odd knee cap or
two functioned quite well.

Following the winch descent the Trust
held a barbeque at Tankerville.
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Mining

Characters John Henry Brown 1905-1990
Shropshire Colliery Worker

Jack (as he was
called) lived

from 1905-1990.

Unlike others in this
series he was never a
mining entrepreneur or

mine agent or a pit
manager. he was not a
lecturer, mining writer or
geologists or a traveller,
although he did visit a couple

of North Staffordshire pits in the 1950’s
and saw a little of the geology of the
French coast in the 1980’s. He did
however spend his childhood in close
proximity to the Madeley Meadow Pit
and then a 51 year long working life at
Shropshire mines. He was born into
the business and thought as much about
his mining life as he did about his
family. He was a trade unionist, a
Methodist and a staunch believer in
self-help, in fact, very much a
traditional Shropshire mine worker.

Jack was born in February 1905 and
followed his forefathers into mining
(his great, great grandfather appears
to have arrived at Madeley with the
Reynolds’, the future developers of the
Madeley Wood Company in the
1780’s) and he stayed with the
Company and its successors throughout
his working life. After working part-
time in a hardware store supplying
mining tools he joined his father at the
Company’s Kemberton Pit at the age
of 13½ years in the summer of 1918.
Because of his small stature (and good
arithmetic) he was put to work around
the offices which, at that time, were in
the pit bottom. He spent a couple of
years helping generally and running

errands underground (and occasionally
on the surface) and assisted the colliery
surveyor as necessary.

Mine surveying, he thought, would be
his career but there was no money for
correspondence courses or books and
formal night school classes had yet
been organised. So Jack found that
ever more time was spent on keeping
the ‘time-books’, ‘contract books’ and
the pit ‘log-book’. With these jobs
however seems to have come that of
being the undermanager’s personal
assistant, his eyes and ears, and of
keeping a tally of all work that was
done. In addition he was responsible
for amassing the information needed
by sales staff, accountants, banks and
Governmental Departments.

The pit log book, (now unfortunately
lost) but in part copied longhand and
part photocopied by the writer many
years ago, was a wealth of statistics
and information. For example, in
September 1919, the length of each
face working and the tonnage produced
was recorded as follows:

East Top Coal 111yd (428 tons),
Top Coal nil, Big Flint 243yd,
(1682 tons), Vigers 405yd (1614
tons), South Yard and Yard “not
worked”. Clods I face 140yd and
Clods II face 261yd (total 1887
tons), Little Flints 357yd (1830
tons). The Pit worked for 25 days
(out of 30 in the month) the yards
worked totalled 1518, coal actually
sold was 7482 tons.

According to the log book these figures
gave an average tons per day of 299.3,

weight per yard of face per day 3.96
cwt (hundred weights) and average
per man per day 16.3 cwt. Absenteeism
was particularly heavy after the war at
17.1% (but fell to 4.31% by Sept.
1921). Note that the pit was selling
less than one ton per man per day!

The log book also records details of
events in the mine, and the names of
visitors eg: Mr. Latham, Union Agent
and Mr. Evans “His Majesty’s Horse
Inspector” (who complained about
“bad grooming”). Also included are
the names of pit ponies brought down
and those sent up (usually dead after
accidents or illness). In 1921 there
were 40 ponies in the pit (full details
were kept of behaviour, injuries and
accidents), during the year 8 came
down, 6 went up including 4 dead).

This was a time of unrest, a ‘central’
strike commenced on April 1, 1921,
for example, although the book records
that “many engine-men, pumpers, and
deputies remained at work”. ‘Slack’
was obtained for the boilers from non-
striking pits, like Highley and Clee
Hill. After May 11th Madeley miners
gradually drifted back and on May
24th there was a “mass meeting” in
Madeley. The pit manager Mr. Bridges
addresses the meeting, the Company
agreed not to reduce rates of pay
immediately as proposed, the miners
would get rates as before and there
would be no redundancies. Work was
resumed at the pit but the ‘central’
strike did  not finish until July 21st.
(Then rates were reduced Nationally,
but the Government agreed to stop at
this and made an initial subsidy of £10
million).

10

Horses coming down and taken out of the pit in 1922,
from Kemberton Pit Log Book  (in Jacks handwriting)
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At the Madeley pit Jack had been busy
throughout the strike keeping up the
log, carrying out other duties and
helping to feed the underground ponies.
Each morning he had to descend the
pit, carrying an iron plate and a large
hammer. had the cage dropped into
gas or water, he was to strike the plate
and hopefully this would be heard at
the pit-top and winding would be
stopped. Otherwise he would have
shared the fate of the ponies at the
bottom. (Who in the Club remembers
the system being used during the
salvaging work at the Rock Colliery in
the 1960’s?).

There were two stables underground,
a large one near the pit bottom offices
and a smaller one nearly a mile inbye
under the Wyke at Shifnal.
Occasionally during this time the
striking miners blockaded the pit and
young Jack and his colleagues had to
stay there overnight, eating and
sleeping in the buildings.
Shortly afterwards, in Jan 1922 (aged
16 with about 3 years experience) Jack
was put in charge of the log book and
the pit bottom office. he gave up his
mine surveying ambitions and later,
with the “office” he was moved to the
surface. The new offices were situated
adjacent to the steam boiler plant and
underneath the corn stores. They are
remembered as being very hot, humid,
dusty and alive with crickets.

He became an official time keeper and
after studying business economics,
arithmetic and bookkeeping in night
classes at the new Walker Technical
College between 1927 and 1931 he
became a colliery clerk. But in those
days of self-help there was much
voluntary work to be done and over the
years other minor offices were
undertaken. These other pit duties
included:

1. Secretary of Madeley Colliery
Benefit Relief Fund 1937-67
(during this time about 20 miners
died at the pit and his task was to
help widows sort out their
finances).

2. Secretary of the Pit Head Baths
Committee 1940-1968.

3. Secretary of the local branch of
NUM (CISWO), the Colliery
Officials and Staff Association,
although he never had to participate
in or organise a strike.

4. Secretary of the Colliery Canteen
Committee and of the Madeley
Aged Miners’ Retirement Fund as
well as other colliery based
organisations.

Jack was also Secretary of the Madeley
Miners’ Welfare Football Club from
1945 to 1970 (and a vice president of
the County Football League) and a
Committee Member for the Welfare
Fund itself. This Committee
maintained the Miners’ Hall and
Grounds and organised social events
throughout the year. All this finished
however in 1970 soon after the pit
closed and the Telford Development
Corporation took over the Welfare
Fund’s land s and buildings.

Like many mineworkers Jack got

involved with St. Johns Ambulance
work early (aged 16, Certificate No.
2664) and continued with this interest
throughout his life. During the war he
acted as an Air Raid Warden and
helped persuade the authorities that
the old horse-drawn pit ambulance
kept near Halesfield Pit stables for the
surface horses, should be replaced with
a motorised ambulance which he
occasionally drove.

As the years progressed Jack slowly
moved up in the offices (with a staff of
not more than a dozen and a place
where the “dead-man’s shoes” rule
always operated) until eventually he
became Senior Clerk. In the 1950’s he
was appointed to the Shropshire
Colliery Group Staff, and after a short
period of training in North
Staffordshire he became responsible
for some aspects of materials supply
and usage in the three Shropshire
collieries.

Shift-rates for
mineworkers as at
Jan. 5th 1939 from
Jack Brown's
personal notebook.

John Henry Brown 1905-1990
continued ....
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time). For a while, he was Secretary of
this, but European Directives were
even then taking away the powers of
these institutions.

Finally he and other old mine workers
drew comfort from attending the
funerals of their former colleagues,
meeting up once again to remember
old times. He died suddenly,
approaching his 86th birthday, still
very active and of sound mined. he was
in great demand helping the older
mining families keep their finances in
order. His memory was such that in his
80’s his usual party trick was to give,
on request, the lamp number of any
named mineworker at Madeley since
1918 of which there were up to 900 at
one time. This took into account any
changes that might have been made to
his number when the number had been
changed, due to changes of workplace
or promotion, also, who had previously
had the number and who had it after
the named miner.

Retirement Scroll
On his retirement he was given a scroll
with the citation:

“John Henry Brown entered the
Mining Industry from school in
1918 and served at Madeley Wood
Colliery continuously for 40 years.

Granville
He was based at Granville Colliery for
4 years until 1962 when he returned to
where his heart really was, as Chief
Clerk at Madeley Wood Colliery. In
1967 disaster occurred when the
Madeley Wood Colliery closed, but he
stayed on another years to ‘close’ the
colliery business down (and under
orders, all old colliery records were
thrown down the shaft and all
furnishings sold for the best price).

He was then transferred to Highley
Colliery Offices and disaster occurred
again when this colliery was also
closed. Jack was made redundant after
51 years service but with another year
to go to retirement age. He received
redundancy compensation at the rate
of just over £10 per year served (not
over £1,000 per year as mine workers
more recently received).

For a few years into the 1970’s some of
the old colliery institutions survived
but gradually they were subsumed into
Development Corporation or Social
Services activities. Jack’s other
interests were the Methodist Chapel
(Steward for over 60 years) and the
Royal Oak Lodge of the Ancient Order
of Odd Fellows (to which many
Madeley mineworkers belonged at one

After 4 years at group Office at
Granville Colliery he returned to
Madeley Wood Colliery in 1962
and became Colliery Chief Clerk
in 1965. When the colliery closed
in 1968 Mr. Brown moved to
Highley Colliery, where he
remained until his retirement on
28th Feb. 1969”.

“Certificate for long and
meritorious service presented to
John Henry Brown in recognition
of 51 years loyal and efficient
service to the Industry and Country.

signed Robens and Widdowson
NCB Chairman Area Director.”

Jack’s elder son, Ivor, the present
writer, followed the family tradition
working at the Madeley pits and then
elsewhere. After 200 years of family
involvement in Madeley mines this
interest continues, as seen here, by his
research and writing of its history.

The writer would like to thank the late
Bert Pickering and Jim and May Smart
(former office workers) for assistance
in preparing the above.

Ivor J.Brown

John Henry Brown 1905-1990
continued ....

Where - and What is it?

‘Early Lead Workings in
Linley Park’, Linley Hall
Collection, SCC Library.

Any suggestions?

Ivor Brown

There were thought to be
Roman limestone workings
at Linley Farm, Daw End,
near Walsall, could the
drawing actually be that of
an old  limestone quarry,
rather than lead workings?

Kelvin
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Engines, Pits and Iron Mines
Cumbria, 17th - 18th May

Members Present: Mike Worsfold,
Eileen Bowen, Peter Eggleston, Kelvin
Lake, Stuart & Donna Tomlins, plus
Stuarts friend John and Steve
Rodenhurst (on the Sunday).

A trip to the Whitehaven area of
Cumbria has been on the cards for
sometime, following an invitation from
the Haigh Colliery Preservation Group
to visit and film their engines over a year
ago. After numerous telephone calls
Stuart managed to arrange a trip to
Florence Iron mine on the Sunday
following the filming of  Haigh on the
Saturday, rooms were also booked at a
Bed and Breakfast in Whitehaven.

The main part of the group travelled up
on Friday, while Pete and myself
travelled up Saturday morning.
Travelling on the Saturday made things
a bit rushed - but at least we avoided
getting food poisoning in a local hotel
on the Friday night!

Haigh Colliery
(NGR: NX 9670 1760) Sunk in 1914, there
are (were?) two shafts, both over 1,000
ft. (340m) deep, Haigh No's. 4 and 5. The
shaft numbering at Haigh starts at 4
because the company had other shafts
nearer to Whitehaven harbour at other
pits. The main attraction at Haigh are its
two preserved steam winders.

No.4 Shaft
The No.4 shaft was used for man riding
(20 men per cage) with a horizontal twin
cylinder steam winder by Bever, Dorling
& Co, Bradford. It has 30" diameter
cylinders with a 5ft. stroke, running at
a typical speed of 40rpm, and operating
at 120psi. This ‘small’ engine developed
1,500 HP. The winder, installed in 1916,

turned a 14ft. diameter drum,
and had mechanical brakes. It
is this engine that the
preservation group have
concentrated on, and when we
visited they were hoping to
turn it with compressed air
during the early part of June -
although they were having to
hire the largest compressor in
the North of England to
generate the volume of air
needed to turn it! The engine
won’t be working a cage any more as
the headframe was demolished (when
the shafts were sealed) before the
preservation group could take over the
site.

No. 5 Shaft
No.5 shaft was mainly for materials
although it could raise 40 men per cage.
It also has a horizontal twin cylinder
steam winder by Bever, Dorling & Co,
Bradford. This engine
is the larger of the two
and has 40" diameter
cylinders with a 7ft.
stroke. Running at
40rpm and 120psi it
developed 3,200 HP.
This winder was
installed in 1920 and
turned 21ft. diameter
drum.

The Colliery closed
about 10 years ago and
the No.5 winder is a
sorry state, covered in
dirty and pigeon mess

Cross-head on the
No.4 Winder (5ft. Stroke)

(plus a few dead pigeons for good
measure!). Unlike the No.4, the
headframe and rope still survive,
although the shaft is capped.

The two winders are
separated by a large
power hall, which once
housed compressors
and other ancillary
machinery for the pit.

This is now empty, but
the Preservation Group
have plans to convert it
to a museum, with
perhaps a mock
underground gallery,
although exits are a
problem at the moment.

A lot of time and effort
has gone into restoring the No.4, but
the roof  still needs repair and the Group
expect to get lottery funds to allow the
buildings to be re-roofed, hopefully
this will happen before all their hard
work is un-done!

Power Hall, Haigh Colliery, Whitehave - the
No.4 winder is in the room behind the windows.

The restored No.4 Winder, Haigh Colliery

No.5 Winder, Haigh Colliery. In an
“unrestored” state
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King Pit
After finishing filming the engines,
Mike, Eileen, Stuart and John returned
to the Bed and Breakfast to recover
(and negotioate Whitehaven’s one-way
traffic system). So Pete and myself took
the opportunity of a fine evening to
investigate some of the other mining
remains around Whitehaven.

A short walk along the cliff top from the
Haigh Colliery is a small stone cairn
marking the site of King Pit. Sunk in
1750, by Carlisle Spedding the famous
Mine Agent for the Lowther family, (he
invented the miners ‘steel mill’ due to
the firey nature of the pits of this area.
Sadly he was eventually killed a minor
pit explosion in 1755). By 1793 this pit
reached a depth of over 160 fathoms,
which at that time was the deepest in the
world.

An interesting feature of Whitehaven
and surrounding areas is that there is a
large expanse of grass land along the
top of the cliffs, with the houses being
set well back. The main reason for this
is that at one time all the mines, railways
and inclines were along the cliff tops,
and these have now gone to leave the
open space - which is useful as the cliffs
seem failry unstable today!

Saltom or William Pit
(NX 9642 1732) Sunk in 1729 by Carlisle
Spedding, 6m above sea level on a small
area of flat land below the cliffs near to
Haigh Colliery. To reach the pit you
walk to the cliff edge from the car park
at Haigh, then follow the cliff path along
until it drops down to the sea.

Engines, Pits and Iron Mines
Continued ....

King Pit cairn, a few hundred yards
along the cliff from Haigh Colliery.
(NX 9660 1765)

Saltom or William Pit. The Horse-gin was on the left of the picture, with a
Newcomen engine (most probably a flat rope winder) in the stone building.
The iron box surrounding the shaft top is at the front right.
The area top left is where an older Newcomen pumping engine stood, but
it has now been ‘landscaped’!

Saltom pit was the first to pump from a
depth of 456ft (138m) and the first large
scale mine to work coal under the sea.
Coal was raised by horse gin to Saltom
then trammed to Ravenhill pit for lifting
to the cliff top. Remains include: horse-
gin site, stone chimney, Newcomen
engine house (with stone bearing
blocks) and a strange iron box around
the shaft top.

A plaque on the wall below the chimney
commemorates all the “Men, Women
and Children” of the Whitehaven
District Collieries who lost their lives in
the local pits.

To visit Wellington Pit park in the
overflow car park of the Beacon Centre
(on the harbourside) then walk up the
short path to the chimney.

“Candlestick” Chimney,
Wellington Pit (Whitehaven harbour
in background)

Wellington Pit
About a ½mile from Haigh, heading
towards Whitehaven along the cliff tops
is Wellington Pit (NX 9678 1825).

It was sunk in 1838 and finally closed in
1932. This was a very 'fiery' pit, and the
scene of  numerous accidents including
a major disaster which claimed 132 lives
in May 1910. The most striking feature
of this mine is its “Candlestick” chimney
which is a landmark for the area, standing
on a hill top overlooking the harbour.
The  chimney is actually an air vent for
the workings, rather than a conventional
chimney.

The only other feature of the mine to
survive is a white crenellated building
nearby, which was the entrance lodge
for the pit. This ‘castle’ style was part
of Sydney Smirke's ‘medievalization’ of
the pits in the 1850’s.
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Engines, Pits and Iron Mines
Continued ....

Howgill Incline
(NX 9677 1825) Running down beside
Wellington pit, but built in 1813
(replacing an earlier horse drawn
tramway) to connect Saltom pit
waggonway to the harbour is Howgill
Incline. This is 230 yards long, with a
vertical drop of 115 feet. It was a self-
acting incline, 1 loaded wagon could
raise 3 empties.  The line of the incline
is still visible running towards the
harbour, past the chimney.

Duke Pit
The most obvious remnant of this pit is
the preserved remains of the fan house
(NX 9695 1810) on the hillside over
looking the harbour. This shaft was
sunk in 1749 as a ventilation shaft, it
was later used by Wellington Pit when
Duke closed in 1844. The ‘medieval’
style fan house, built in 1836, housed a
36 ft. diameter Guibel fan from 1870 - this
is claimed to be one of the few surviving
examples of this type of fan house.

The Duke Pit actually had two shafts,
the coal shaft was on the harbourside,
the site of which is now occupied by the
Beacon Centre (NX 9694 1823).

The Centre (opened 1996) tells the story
of Whitehaven's maritime, industrial
and social history (it is open daily and
there is an admission charge).

Sunday 18th May
Following a leisurely breakfast, Mike,
Eileen, John, Pete and Kelvin set off for
a quick tour of mining and former coal
harbour remains North of Whitehaven.
The first ‘port’ of call was Harrington
Harbour. This was a coal port until 1929.

Duke Pit Fan House

A Quay was first built here in 1760,
although the present harbour dates from
the 19th Century. On a wet and misty
Sunday morning, it is a very bleak place!

Workington - Jane Pit
Sunk by Henry Curwen in the 1840’s it
became a ventilation shaft for Buddle
pit (southwest of here).

Today only the  curious oval castellated
pumping house (date stone 1844) with
chimney attached and free standing
chimney (inscription stone: “E.S.C.
Esquire 1844”) survive in the middle of
open grassland and playing fields.

Workington Harbour
The original harbour was a tidal cut of
1763-9. On the south side were a series
of coal staithes, only the embankment
of these remain.

Lonsdale Dock, opened in 1865 for the
iron and steel trade was expanded in
1927 as the Prince of Wales Dock for
ships up to 10,000 tons. Timber for a
nearby board mill is now a regular import.

The oval pumping engine house and
chimney at Jane Pit, Workington.

Maryport
To round off the mornings session a
quick trip to Maryport was made to
view the harbour and vessels that form
part of the Maritime Museum.

The harbour is split into several docks:
Elizabeth Dock. (NY 032 365) opened in
1857 once housed the herring fleet, but
was mainly a coal dock for the M. & C.R.
Modern flats have now been built
around the quays, which tend to destroy
the character a little bit! The surviving
dockside ‘furniture’ includes: wooden
capstans, bollards, old lock and dock
offices. Most of the Maritime Museum
boats appear to be moored in this dock.

The biggest of the Maryport docks is
Senhouse Dock (NY 029 367) a 6 acre
dock opened in 1884 to allow access for
5,000 ton ships, exporting iron ore and
steel rails (1 million tons in 1900). The
Dock was converted to a marina in 1989,
with a flap gate which is raised up from
the bed of the channel when the tide
goes out.

One of the nicest features of Maryport
harbour is the iron lighthouse, at the
end of the breakwater. This was erected
in 1846, complete with a “ship in full
sail” weather vane on top, it is one of the
oldest of its type.

Florence Iron Mine
(NY 0170 1025)
From Maryport it was a mad rush, back
down to Egremont for a 1pm trip around
Florence Haematite Mine. This is the
last working haematite mine in Europe.

Sunk in 1914, it was worked with the
Ullcoats mine from 1917, until it finally
closed on 13th September 1968,
following nationalisation.

Bekermet Mines (part of the British
Steel Corporation) took it over in 1969,
pumped out the water and linked it to
Beckermet Mine. They drew ore up
Beckermet shaft for Workington steel
works. However as part of a
rationalisation process, the British Steel
Corporation closed the mine on October
3rd 1980.
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A number of redundant workers from
the mine, invested their redundancy
payments in the pit and re-opened part
of the underground workings - as the
Egremont Mining Co. to make the pit
the last deep working iron ore mine in
Europe.

Although the demand for iron ore
continues to fall, it still has an important
part to play in the manufacture of
pigments for paints and cosmetics.

Along side the mining operation is a
Heritage Centre run by volunteers from
the West Cumbria Mines Research
Group (WCMRG). They take visitors to
the Centre on both surface and
underground tours, although most of
the entrance fee goes to the mine rather
than the Heritage Centre.

Due to weird rules over funding,
because they take trips into a still
working mine they can’t get any grants
to help with the preservation work!

The Tour
When we arrived at the site for the 1pm
trip, there were several members of the
public waiting, plus a soggy Steve
Rodenhurst who had ‘called’ in at the
mine on his way back from Somerset to
Shropshire (!).

Engines, Pits and Iron Mines
Continued ....

View out of the entrance drift to the
No.2 Shaft - begun in 1945 and fully
operational by 1951.

Steve
Rodenhurst, part
of the way down
the entrance drift
to Florence Mine

The present working area is about 30ft.
from the main roadway near to the old
Shaft No.1. Ore is loaded with an Atlas
CopCo machine into the ore chute on
the level below.

Descending a short incline from near to
the working area brings you down to an
underground fan house, complete with
fan and a couple of tubs. The fan house
is actually at the top of another incline
to deeper workings, but when we visited
the water level was almost at the top of
this incline. The mine is currently
dewatered by Sellafield Nuclear Power
plant, they need millions of gallons of
water a day for cooling purposes.

If you are interested in a visit, the Heritage
centre (musuem, shop & surface tour)
is open daily Easter to October, for
underground tours you need to check
availability Tel: 01946-820683 for details

Kelvin

The Health and Safety people have
banned the use of the electric winder on
the shaft (No.2) at the mine due to
problems with the gear box, so all
materials and visitors now enter via a
drift down to the 300ft. level.

The tour takes you along the main
roadway at this level, with battery
operated locos used to move ore from
the workings to the drift bottom.

The mine has effectively been worked
on the ‘Pillar and Stall’ method, although
a lot of pillar robbing has occurred in
places, but they do appear to be working
a stope at the moment.

It is a relatively ‘easy’ tour, and you
don’t get to mucky, so not much chance
of imitating the “Red Men of Cumbria”
- the name given to the local iron miners
due to the colouring effect of the iron
ore.

On the way round you get to see the
rescue station, a landing on the No.1
shaft with a nearby ore chute (still used),
plus some nice speckled haematite and
kidney ore samples. At one time they
turned a blind eye to people pinching
specimens on the tour, but since NIREX
pulled out of sponsoring the Heritage
Centre, you have to pay a nominal fee
for any samples that you want - which
is only fair. This didn’t stop Mike
Worsfold getting some really nice
Kidney ore specimens, although the
bulk of the ore in the mine is speckled
haematite.
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In a remote corner near the northern tip
of the South Island of New Zealand
there is a place called Coalbrookdale
and a couple of miles away, another
called Ironbridge. How did they get
there?

The story goes that in August 1859 a
group of explorers engaged by the
Nelson Provincial Council were
surveying the area and, following the
capsizing of a canoe in the Buller River,
the group were forced to trek over the
Papphaua range of coastal mountains.
The group leader found coal in a stream
bed on the trek and reported his
discovery to the Provincial Council.
The Council then engaged the explorer/
geologist Sir Julius von Haast and a
colliery engineer James Burnett to
investigate. In July 1860 these two found
a seam of coal 8ft. 6in thick in upland
terrain some 5 miles from the sea at
Waimangaroe. Haast named the locality
‘Coalbrookdale’ after its English
counterpart, but the reason for this has
yet to be discovered.(1)

An engineer (2) who worked at the
collieries which were developed at
Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge (New
Zealand) before 1911 described the area
as follows:

“Igneous upheavals have elevated the
seams to altitudes varying from 1,000
to 3,000ft and extensive and
deep denudation has
carried away a
considerable portion of the
coalfield.

Earth movements have
affected the quality of the
coal in a remarkable
manner - they now occur
varying from brown coals
to semi-anthracite. The
seams lie in close proximity
to metamorphic and even
igneous rock and are
generally thick. The
thickness of cover varies
enormously and sometimes
‘I have scrambled out to the
surface through roof breaks for my
snap’. In many places streams cut deep
through the seams, so that walkers in
a straight tunnel may suddenly come

out to daylight, cross a bridge and re-
enter the seam several times.”

Well there are a few similarities, if
somewhat exaggerated, to the
Shropshire coalfield there!

The collieries at Coalbrookdale and
Ironbridge (New Zealand) were
developed on a fairly large scale in
about 1880, from which time the coal
was taken in small railway trucks from
each adit and about 2 miles across a
bare plateau by steam driven endless
ropes, to some screens at Denniston, a
mining township.

After screening, the coal was then sent
down the amazing Denniston Incline to
sea level. The railway trucks were
“jinnied” one against one (?) by two
inclines end on to each other. The upper
of which, 33 chains long, had a total fall
of 834ft with a maximum gradient of 1 in
2.2. Each incline had a system of
hydraulic rope-breaking, basically a
reciprocating hydraulic engine in which
the load compressed the water in the
cylinders to create a brake. The water
became so hot that it was drawn off at
each stoke. At one time there was a
Coalbrookdale Colliery Company in
existence.

The use of railways and inclines, even
if on a much larger scale are reminiscent

The Other Coalbrookdale Mines,
in New Zealand
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Sketch Map Showing Location of
Coalbrookdale Mines (New Zealand)
by Ivor J.Brown

of the Shropshire experience. However,
there is a clue here to indicate that
emigrating Shropshire miners must have
been involved, or how else would the
terms ‘snap’ for lunch and ‘jinny’ for
incline have arisen? There is still a track
in Coalbrookdale (Shropshire) known
as the “Jinny Rails”.

But there similarities seem to end. The
thick seam present in New Zealand was
so much thicker than in Shropshire that
an alternative system of underground
working was utilised.

The engineer previously mentioned
said that the seam generally exceeded
30ft thickness (in Shropshire 5ft was
considered a thick seam, at Ironbridge
it was usually much less than this) and
in one pace a second seam 12ft thick
came up under it, making 42ft thickness
of coal. Sometimes however the seam
thickness dropped to the height of a tub
and this varying height made Bord and
Pillar working much more efficient than
Shropshire Longwall.

In Bord and Pillar the bords and
headings were usually driven in the
bottom of the coal, often 8ft to 10ft high
and 14ft wide allowing the coal above to
be worked later. When the second layer
had been taken the “average English
collier” was often astounded at the
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reopened but by the 1940’s the
Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge adits
were worked out. They were replaced
by others in the locality but in the
1960’s falling output and competing
road transport led to the closure of the
railway. The incline itself closed in 1967
and the following year another
earthquake destroyed half of the upper
incline’s alignment.

It is understood that all the mines have
now closed but it would be interesting
to know if there are any residents in the
Dennison area with Shropshire roots.
This writer suspects that there are.

This short article has been put together
from two sources:

1. Robert Forsyth’s article “Far away
is near at home” in ‘The Ironbridge
- Alumni IA’ Issue No.7 (1988) which
is based on the book “Coaling from

the Clouds” by R.J.Meyer,
published 1973 by the New Zealand
Railway and Locomotive Society.

2. J.S.Hayes, article on “New Zealand”
in Transactions of the Normanton,
Castleford and District Mining
Society Vol. X published 1934.

Hayes was an English mining engineer
who worked in the New Zealand mines
for some years up until 1911. He
delivered his paper at Whitewood
College, Wakefield 22 years later.

Note
It was reported at the 1990 Mining
Conference in New Zealand that
interpretation for the mining site had
been provided at the incline brakehead
in a covered display centre.

Ivor J.Brown

sight of a man on an 18ft ladder boring
a hole 10ft long into an even higher coal.
In such places it was sometimes only
necessary to fell a few 16ft-18ft props to
provide enough coal to keep a miner
filling for a fortnight - but then he would
have to set a 25ft prop!

Generally the engineer from England
seemed to think that in 1911 the New
Zealand mines were more advanced
than in Britain, there they used
theodolite, steel band and dumpy level,
here the miners dial and gunters chain
were still commonplace.

There has been very little mining in
Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge
(Shropshire) this century but the
similarly named New Zealand mines
continued to expand.

 In 1929, however, and earthquake
temporarily blocked the incline. It was

The Other Coalbrookdale Mines,
continued ....

News Round-Up 3
Lilleshall
It is now known that Lilleshall Mines
Rescue Station was set-up in 1912 (see
‘Below’ 96.3).

Iceland
In April IJB visited Iceland, saw nothing
of mining interest, but results of plentiful
igneous activity (lava flows, geysers,
hot water pools). It was reported that
there were 2 or 3 old coal mines in
Northern Iceland (early 20th Century)
plus a disused Iceland Spar Mine and
several disused sulphur pits in the
south.

Response to Query
(in last issue)
Ray family - “Coal News” in February
1967 publishes a claim that Charles Ray
was then the retired miner with the
longest service record in mining. He
said that in May 1894 he “was 13 years
of age on a Saturday and on the
following Monday morning I was
pushing trains in the thin coalface at
Kemberton Colliery, Shropshire”. He
later migrated to Taversal Colliery,
Nottinghamshire (close to the new mine

preservation project at Pleasley
Colliery) and retired from there in 1959
- after 65 years in the pits. His brother
Harry’s career followed a similar pattern
retiring from the same colliery in July
1959.

The longest mining career known to
this writer was that of pumpman Inman
who retired from Caphouse Colliery age
93½ after 80½ years in mining.

Query
Andrew Brown of Shrewsbury (Tel:
01743-460689) is seeking information
on the Edge family, makers of mining
chains from 1800 (at Coalport, then
Madeley, then Shifnal 1870 - c1970). He
would like to hear from anyone with
information.

Ivor Brown

Greenside Mine
The entrances to Greenside Mine
(Lakes) are now kept locked and access
must be organised in advance - they
seem to be concerned that the creation
of a through trip might lead to excessive
interest. Information via Paul Thorn.

Steve Holding

Re: Bacheidon
Follow-up

I was very interested in the above article,
(‘Below’ 97.1) it would appear from my
records that Michael Munro beat me by
only a few weeks, however I have to
confess that I had never been across to
the area he describes!

For a dangerous traverse, it appeared
not to lead anywhere. The moral of the
story is when exploring a mine, be sure
to investigate every inch. Also, as I
intimated in my original article, it would
appear that every Tom, Dick, and Harry,
under the sun had been into the level.
I find it remarkable that no one else had
found the hat or been down any of the
pitches.

Anyway, I think that I speak for
everyone when I say that I find this kind
of feed-back very interesting. I would
love to hear from any groups who have
followed my tracks in any of the other
mines described in my articles. Maybe
someone can push them even further?

Roy Fellows

Letters
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Thomas Watkiss
of Lawley Bank

Thomas Watkiss was born at Dawley
Bank in 1781, he worked at the mines
and joined the Lawley Bank Methodist
Cottage-Meetings in 1800, age 19. He
helped to build the first Lawley Bank
Chapel in 1803 and became a Class
Leader. He had a very busy church and
mining life. In 1841 he helped build the
much larger chapel and the old one
became the school.

He was still working as a “field
carpenter” (the local name for a mechanic
with responsibility for the machinery at
several pits) in 1854, aged 73. In this
year “he was called to repair a pulley at
the top of the frame of one of the pits.
While doing so it is supposed that he
received a stroke of the sun (which was
powerful at the time) or else had an
attack of apoplexy, so that he fell from
a height of 16 or 17ft. ..... and fractured
his skull”. He died next day without
gaining consciousness.

Thomas Watkiss is one of six persons
whose ‘memoirs’ are given in a small
book called “The History of Wesleyan
Methodism at Lawley Bank, Madeley
Circuit with Memoirs of the Early
Methodists in that Place” by
W.H.Barclay, published in 1858.

Surprisingly, none of the other 5
“memoirs” concerned mining (but 2
were of married women!). One however
was a coke-burner who despite a job
that meant working Sundays still
managed to attend chapel in his lunch
break.

Footnote:
It is understood that the two chapel
buildings are still there but that the
congregation have moved back into
the older smaller one and the ‘new’
larger one has been sold.

Ivor Brown

Peak Cavern in Castleton, Derbyshire
has been put up for sale by its owners
the Duchy of Lancaster. The Duchy
feel that the new owners could develop
the site by adding a shop, tea room and
waiting area by the entrance.

They also think that the history of the
cave could be exploited commercially
by developing static and active displays
ie: rope making in the entrance chamber
and using the “orchestra chamber” for
musical entertainment again.

The Duchy do not see any changes in
the access arrangments for cavers and
cave divers, however once the site is
sold and commercial operators take over
with all these ‘new’ inititives, something
is bound to change, sooner or later!

Anyone got any spare dosh?

For Sale

Benthall Mine Shaft

This photograph recently appeared in
the ‘Ironbridge Quarterly’ (the
Newsletter of the Friends of the
Ironbridge Gorge Museum).

It is a rare photograph of mining in the
Benthall area in the last century, but
where is it?

It looks a little like the Windlass at
Rowton Farm, although there the large
drum is directly over a single shaft - its
hard to tell, but are there two shafts in
this photograph?

If anyone has any suggestions send
them to the Editor (address back page)
or direct to Ivor Brown.

Following a recent survey of the 1,000
metre water drainage shaft at the Clifton
Country Park near Swinton, Manchester
by International Mining Consultants
Ltd the Wet Earth Colliery Exploration
Group have been ordered to close it.
The consultants claim that visitors lives
are at risk from gas.

The drainage shafts were built as part of
James Brindley’s water wheel complex
in 1750. Brindley was the engineer
behind the Bridgewater Canal and the
area is being restored as a tourist
attraction.

Wet Earth Colliery Ordered to Close
Salford City Council Health and Safety
Officials are launching an investigation,
even though they were involved in
drawing up a rigerous Code of Practice
with the Wet Earth Exploration Group,
before the workings were opened tp the
public.

The Coal Authority has said that no
unsafe areas had been actually
identified, but a further survey might
highlight dangerous spots.

Manchester Evening News

73kHz Radio
Following the introduction of the
amateur radio 73kHz band last year
members of the Cave Radio and
Electronics Group (CREG) of BCRA have
started experimenting with sending
radio and television pictures ‘through
rock’ from underground.

The first attempt to establish a 73KHz
contact from underground was made at
Birkwith Cave, near Horton-in-
Ribblesdale in the Yorkshire Dales on
March 22nd this year.

The initial attempt was to experiment
with ‘normal’ radio communication on
the 73kHz band. After about 5 hours of
preparation, which involved rigging the
surface and underground transmitters.
The system worked first time and over
59 reports exchanged.

Using a digital camera and laptop
computer underground, a picture was
taken and then successfully transmitted
to another computer on the surface,
where it was saved to disc.

These are early days of the experiments,
but the potential for rescues is
interesting. For further details contact
Bill Purvis, 35 Chapel Road, Penketh,
Warrington, WA5 2NG (use an SAE)
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Books, Videos, Places & Events

Mining Videos
(available from the Club)

For more details contact: I.A.Recordings,PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH
e-mail: info@iarecordings.org

or visit them on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.iarecordings.org/

Snailbeach, £14.95
The rise and fall of Snailbeach, once
renowned as the “richest per acre of
ground in Europe”, is traced in this
production through the use of historic
photographs, animated plans and
sections, and unique underground
video footage.

Collections from the Archives
The following tapes contain almost all
the footage recorded at the given mine,
and are intended as a resource base, not
a finished production:

C.15:Dudley Tunnel ’88 to ’89, £14.10
C.18:Donisthorpe Colliery, £11.75
C.20a:Snailbeach - Final Frontier,

£9.87
C.23: Bagworth Colliery, £11.75
C.28: Morse’s Level, £9.87
C.29: SCMC in Cornwall, £16.45
C.32: SCMC in Ireland, £14.10

If you are interested in doing a bit of
armchair mine exploration the following
videos, produced by I.A.Recordings
with help from Club members, may be of
interest to you.

A Tour of Clive Copper Mine
£14.95
A comprehensive guided tour of Clive,
with Edwin Thorpe acting the
‘experienced’ expert and Kelvin Lake
the ‘novice’. The tour covers both the
upper and lower levels, plus the
Northern stope (the access to which is
now a bit dodgey).

Clive Rescue Practice, £9.95
An action packed ‘head banging’
record of a Club rescue practice,
featuring the ‘infamous’ maypole winze
traverse!

Radon Underground
A set of guidelines for caving and mine
exploration, prepared by the National
Caving Association Radon Working
Party 1996, 24pp.

Available from Mike Moore at meetings
or direct from Tony Oldham,
Booksellers, Tel: 01239-831371.

Ivor Brown

M i n e r a l Spot
Gypsum -

hydrous calcium sulphate.
The most common of the sulphates,
huge beds of it occur in sedimentary
rock, with limestones, shales,
sandstones and clays. Rock salt and
sulphur deposits may be associated
with it.

It crysallises in monoclinic system,
occurring as bladed or prismatic crystals
and as fiberous vein-fillings, radiating
aggregates, clusters on cave walls and
massive rock forming beds. It is usually
white or gray, but may be colourless in
large crystals.

It occurs as common gypsum (still
worked at Fauld Gypsum mine, Staffs -
see ‘Below’ 92.2) and as three distinctive
varieties:
Alabaster: the massive form, which may
be pink, brown or yellow in colour.
Known to have been worked in mines
south of Derby for church carvings and
pulpits.
Selenite: transparent, foliated crystals,
often found where pyrite has undergone
oxidation. Found in many of the mines
in the Peak District as ‘crusts’ or
rosettes.
Satinspar: fiberous with silky or pearly
luster.

Gypsum is important for its use in
making plaster of Paris. When heated it
loses 75% of its water. The resulting
hemihydrate (plaster of Paris) readily
takes up water converting back to
gypsum, recrystallising and beoming
firmly cemented together.
Chemical formula:

CaSO4•2H2O

Archive Magazine,
Issue 13
Not the latest in this excellent series of
publications (Number 14 has recently
been produced) but another one with
an interesting mining article “Working
Lives at Deep Navigation Colliery,
Treharris” by Edward A.Evans. The
article covers the memories of several
former miners at the pit (some of them in
their 80’s) and is superbly illustrated
with photographs of the mine and its
surroundings from the turn of the
century up to 1991 when the pit was
finally closed and dismantling work
started.

If you have not come across this
magazine, it is published quarterly and
is very well produced. Mining topics
covered in past issues include: Wheal
Friendship; Mary Tavy, Presteigne Coal
Trials, Brodsworth Colliery and Model
Village, Llanberis Copper Mine, Hartley
Main Collieries, Sinking a Pit - Hatfield

Main, Combe Martin - An Industrial
SLum!?, Ramsley Copper Mine;
Dartmoor, ‘Steel Ships and Iron Mine’
- the collieries operated by Harvey’s of
Hayle, Taff Merthyr Colliery, Aspatria
Collieries, Bugsworth Basin.

Back issues can be obtained from Mike
Moore, or direct from the Lightmoor
Press, 120 farmers Close, Witney,
Oxfordshire, OX8 6NR at £5.00 each
plus £1.50 P&P for a single issue, then
50p per issue for further issues ordered
at the same time.

Fine Forest of Dean
Coal
An exact facsimile of the original 1930
booklet published for the FoD Coal
Owners Association, 56 pages, A5.
Includes pictures of all mines operating,
Lydney Docks, ads etc.. Price £4.95,
from Lightmoor Press, address above.
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For organised Club trips please refer to
Adrian’s Monthly Meets lists.

Club Officers Diary Dates ’97

The joys of rural caving and mining
...

14-17 July: NAMHO Conference ’97,
Darley Dale, Matlock. Hosts: Peak
District Mines Historical Society.

25-27th July: Subterranea Britannica
Study Weekend, East Kent. Enquiries
e-mail: mc.black@eisa.lon.ac.uk

July: International Congress of the
History of Sciences, Liège, Belgium.
Includes a symposium on the study of
“Coal before the use of coke in Europe”.

10-17th August: 12th International
Congress of Speleology and 6th
Conference on Limestone Hydrology
and Fissured Aquifers. At La Chaux-
de-Fonds, Neuchâtel, Switzerland. Lots
of excursions and field trips will be
organised from July 27th to August
30th, plus many other attractions.

24-25th August: Steam Fair
Shrewsbury, joint SCMC/SMT stand.

12-14th September: The BCRA
Conference at Bristol.  The publicity is
being done by Graham Price, and you
should see a Web site soon.

18th October: Ecology of Old Mine
Sites - a Workshop. Organised by the
MHSI at the Geological Survey of
Ireland, Dublin.

The flo
or’s 

all
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y

The old
shaft ...

Off
home ...

“I hope you haven’t done any damage!”

... the
concerned
land
owner

Maggots!!

The
entrance...

A nice
passage..

Oh, NO, its
Cowsh..!

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

President: Alan Taylor

Chairman: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Malcolm Newton

Secretary: Adrian Pearce
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Membership Services:
Mike Moore

Tackle & Rescue Officer:
Steve Holding

Training Officer:
Alan Robinson

Conservation Officer:
Nick Southwick

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

NAMHO Rep:
Colin Armfield

CCC/CNCC Rep: Ben Shaw

‘Below’ Editor: Kelvin Lake
e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk


